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• Study of the hot pixels;
• Study of the total intensity;
• Recostruction of the cluster to study:

• The mean number of cluster
• The mean number of pixel per cluster
• The mean number of photons per cluster

A sequenceof data and pedestal run are acquired

Exposure time = 1 or 0.05 s
PMT trigger
55Fe source z = 26cm (distance from the GEMs)

He:CF4 (60:40)

GEM
Source
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Study of the hot pixels

Run: 5300 - 5451
Date: 24/10/2021 - 29/10/2021
Exposure time: 1s
GEM Off

A threshold on the intensity is fixed and the number of pixels above the threshold (th) in each run are searched

th = 105 th = 120 th = 150

th = 200 th = 300
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Number of pixel which are always above the threshold

th = 105 th = 120 th = 150

th = 200 th = 300
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th = 105 th = 120 th = 150

th = 200 th = 300
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Enviroment sensor:
Pressure and Temperature

Internal Temperature = the sensor is exposed to the outgoing gas, outside the faraday cage
External Temperature = the laboratory temperature



Run: 5300 - 5451
Date: 24/10/2021 - 29/10/2021
Exposure time: 1s

Pedestal 55Fe 

Procedure:
1. For each run (pedestal and 55Fe signal) 100 images are acquired and the mean given by the images is evaluated
2. For each signal run the pedestal is subtracted
3. The total intensity is evaluated like the sum of the intensity of each pixel
The procedure is done for each run
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55Fe - Pedestal
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Total intensity



Using the same procedure the intensity has been evaluated only in the signal region:
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Current

To undestrand the peaks, the currents are studed:



55Fe peak

Cluster recustruction

Using the DBSCAN algorithm the 
clusters are reconstructed

Parameters:
- minimum number of points in one 
cluster = 40
- distance between the points = 5

Run: 5300 - 5348
Date: 24/10/2021 - 29/10/2021
Exposure time: 0.05s
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Cut

• Pearson < 0.4
• The Fiducial circle is built -> only the cluster in the blue region are taken
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For each run the photons per cluster distribution is build and a gaussian fit in the signal region is done
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nsigma = 1.0 nsigma = 1.5 nsigma = 2.0

The studies have been done with different values of nsigma

The analysis in done with nsigma = 1.5
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mean number of cluster
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mean number of photons
per cluster
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mean number of pixel per 
cluster
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Conclusion

• Correlations between the total intensity and the P/T are not seen ;

• There is a delay between the temperature values saved by the two sensor -> It has to be 

investigated, maybe with hardware works;

• The LIME prototype seems to be stable


